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Previous investigations ofholmium-163 have only indicated the presence 

1 z 
of an activity with a 0. 8-sec decay period, ' This activity may be presumed 

to be an isomer of a long-lived ground state for which half-life limits have 

been set. 3 Holmium-163 is antidpated to have a ground- state nuclear spin of 

7/2 and odd (negative) parity as is suggested from nuclear spectroscopic 

investigations of the other holmium isotopes. Similar considerations reinforce 

the measured value of 5/2 for the ground-state nuclear spin of stable dysprosium-

163 and indicate odd ~negative) parity.
4 

However, an examination of the vicinal 

stable isotopes of odd atomic number indicates that holmium-163 is almost 

beta-stable. Thus an allowed low-energy electron-capture decay of holmium-163 

to dysprosium-163, probably accounts for the absence of natural holmium-163, 

which inay be anticipated to have a long lifetime. 

A sample of holmium-163 has been prepared by pile neutron irradiation of 

a sample of erbium oxide electromagnetically enriched one-hundredfold in the 

t mass -162 isotope. Five milligrams of the erbium-162 sample contained in a 

~- quartz ampoule received an exposure of 2 X 10
21 

neutrons /cm
2 

in the Matr!rials 

Testing Reactor over a 3-month interval. Four months after the end of irradiation 

Work done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy ·Commission. 

tProctor and Gamble Faculty Fellow, Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. 
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rnass analyais; of the oan:;p,le (before chemical separation) in a 30Mcm·ra.dius 

sf.ngle-dircctlon focusing mass spectrometer showed the presence of isotopes 

of mass number 163 and 165 which were not observed in the sample prior to 

irradiation. On the basis of the mass ar~alysia, approximately 5 to 10% of each 

o! tho erblum-162. and erbium-.164 isotop<:Ja bas undergone neutron capture. 
I 

The sample wae next chemically fractionated by cation-exchange chromato-

graphy to yleld pure fractions of the various rare earth elements. The thulium, 

dysprosium, and terbium fractions were identified by scintillation gamma 

spectroscopy whlch revealed the presett.ce of thullum-110, dysprosium-159. and 

terblum-160. The erblun1 fraction waa recognized by optlcal-emlsslon spectros· 

copy, while weak gamma radiation extending to appro.:dma.tely 1 Mev (presumably 

due to holmlum-.166) characterized the holmium fraction. Mass-spectrometric 

investigation of each fraction revealed the existence of laotopee at mauoes ·163 

and 165 ln the holmium fraction (see Fig. 1); however no isotopes of these mass 
' 

numbers were observed ln either the erbium or dysprosium fractions ln tnei;umr• 

able yield. The erbium fraction did show considerable depletion of the erblum-

167 ~ which Indicates the high capture cross section of thls lmotope • 

.f'rom these data and the strength of the K radiation ln the hohniun1 fraction 

(prlndpally attributable to holmlum-166), we conclude that the !{-capture half 

.f 
.> 

life of holmlum .. 163 is greater than 1, 000 yr. The holmium fraction will be 

examined further for evidence of electron captureo and erblum-lsotope capture eros~ 

sections will be determined. 

We should like to express our aippredation to the eta££ of the Materials 

Testing Reactor for carrying out the r.teutron i~radlatlon. 
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Fig. 1. Mass spectrum of the purified holmium fraction 
showing the long-lived 163 and stable 165 holmium isotopes. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or UBefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




